A key requirement in the design of diagnostic accuracy studies is that all study participants receive both the test under evaluation and the reference standard test. For a variety of practical and ethical reasons, sometimes only a proportion of patients receive the reference standard, which can bias the accuracy estimates. Numerous methods have been described for correcting this partial verification bias or workup bias in individual studies. In this article, the authors describe a Bayesian method for obtaining adjusted results from a diagnostic meta-analysis when partial verification or workup bias is present in a subset of the primary studies. The method corrects for verification bias without having to exclude primary studies with verification bias, thus preserving the main advantages of a meta-analysis: increased precision and better generalizability. The results of this method are compared with the existing methods for dealing with verification bias in diagnostic meta-analyses. For illustration, the authors use empirical data from a systematic review of studies of the accuracy of the immunohistochemistry test for diagnosis of human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 status in breast cancer patients.
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An increasing number of systematic reviews of diagnostic accuracy studies are being published. These studies aim to provide more precise and more generalizable accuracy estimates and to examine variability in accuracy across clinical subgroups in a more meaningful way than can be done in separate, small studies (1) . Systematic reviews of test accuracy studies have benefited from methodological advances and guidelines for the design and interpretation of primary diagnostic studies (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) . Methods for meta-analysis now include bivariate or hierarchical models, which jointly summarize sensitivity and specificity while accounting for their mutual relation within and across primary studies. Unlike most meta-analyses of therapeutic trials, which are usually based on randomized trial data, diagnostic meta-analyses often involve primary studies based on routinely collected data. Therefore, primary studies in a diagnostic meta-analysis may be more susceptible to a number of well-documented sources of bias, such as selection or misclassification bias (7, 8) . So far, few authors have tried to correct for biases within a diagnostic meta-analysis, although some have attempted to correct for bias from an imperfect reference standard using a latent class model (9) (10) (11) .
One of the most problematic biases in primary diagnostic accuracy studies is perhaps the so-called selection, workup, or verification bias (8, (12) (13) (14) . A classical scenario in which this bias arises is a 2-stage design, where all subjects undergo the test under evaluation or the index test at stage I but only a sample of subjects are selected at stage II to undergo verification of disease presence by the reference standard. When selection of subjects for the reference standard is not completely random, verification bias will occur. This could happen when, for example, a stratified random sample is drawn in stage II with the strata being defined by the results of the index test in stage I. Such a nonrandom referral pattern may arise because of ethical or economic considerations-for example, in cases of a low disease probability in index-testnegative subjects-or because of the invasiveness or costs associated with the reference standard.
Several methods exist for addressing this particular form of workup or partial verification bias in primary studies (13, 15, 16) . So far, these solutions have not been applied to or developed for systematic reviews and meta-analyses, where partial verification is present in one or more of the primary studies. Some review authors have acknowledged this bias in their discussions but have not quantified or corrected for it in the analyses (17) (18) (19) . In a recent article, Chu et al. (11) described a meta-analytical method for the case in which primary diagnostic studies have missing data on the reference standard, but the authors did not explicitly address the problem as partial verification, workup, or selection bias.
Excluding all primary studies with workup bias is one simple and frequently applied solution (2) . This method avoids the partial verification bias, but at the expense of reduced precision and lower generalizability. Alternatively, sensitivity analyses that exclude the questionable studies may be performed, to assess the robustness of the conclusions (2, 20) . However, both methods can leave the researcher with questionable results, since omitting studies results in possible publication bias, and including them may result in verification bias. It would be preferable to include all studies and adjust for the verification bias that may be present.
Here we extend existing methods of correcting for partial verification bias in single diagnostic studies (13) to the meta-analytic setting. In particular, we propose a 2-stage Bayesian approach to correct for verification bias in primary diagnostic accuracy studies, when conducting a meta-analysis of test accuracy studies. In stage I of the analysis, this approach uses only the unbiased primary studies to estimate the distribution of the index test results in a representative sample of the population. In stage II, all available studies are used to estimate positive predictive values. The results from the 2 stages can then be combined to obtain unbiased summary estimates of the sensitivity and specificity of the index test.
EXAMPLE STUDY: HER-2-POSITIVE BREAST CANCER
We will illustrate our method using data from a recently published systematic review on testing for human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER-2)-positive breast cancer, an aggressive form of breast cancer associated with a high mortality rate (21) . The availability of Herceptin (Genentech, Inc., San Francisco, California), an effective but expensive treatment for HER-2-positive breast cancer, has increased awareness about the need to accurately identify women who have HER-2 receptors and thus are most likely to respond to this therapy. Two tests are commonly used to determine HER-2 status: immunohistochemistry (IHC) and fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). FISH is believed to be the gold standard test for determining HER-2 status. The technique is carried out only at specialized laboratories (21) . IHC, on the other hand, can be performed in most surgical pathology laboratories and is substantially less expensive than FISH (21) . The goal of the systematic review was to obtain summary estimates of the sensitivity and specificity of IHC, assuming FISH to be a perfect reference standard, and to subsequently compare the cost-effectiveness of different strategies for establishing HER-2 status.
The IHC test is scored on a 4-point scale and takes the values 0, 1þ, 2þ, or 3þ. Patients who receive scores of 0 or 1þ are considered HER-2-negative, while those with scores of 3þ are considered HER-2-positive. Patients with a score of 2þ are considered to have an ambiguous test result. Various authors have recommended that the results of patients with IHC scores of 2þ be verified with a FISH test (22) . In more recent studies (21, 23) , investigators have recommended that patients with IHC scores of 3þ also have their HER-2 status verified by the FISH test. This implies that patients who receive IHC scores of either 2þ or 3þ are more likely to have their HER-2 status verified by FISH in routine clinical practice than are those who receive scores of 0 or 1þ. In our analyses, we treated the IHC as having a 3-point scale: 0 or 1þ, 2þ, and 3þ. The FISH test gives a dichotomous test result of positive or negative. The percentage of HER-2-positive cases in a representative sample of women diagnosed with breast cancer is believed to be approximately 30% (21) . Thus, we would expect that studies with a workup bias have a proportion of IHC 2þ and 3þ scores greater than 30%.
Characteristics of participants in the 17 studies included in this meta-analysis (24-40) are summarized in Table 1 . Eight of the studies were considered to have partial verification bias resulting in an overrepresentation of cases with 2þ or 3þ IHC scores (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) (38) (39) (40) . In 4 of these studies, it was evident from the published methods that the study sample was selected at a center where patients had been selectively referred for FISH (36, (38) (39) (40) . In one study, the study design involved oversampling of patients with IHC results of 2þ (37) . We treated an additional 3 studies as having verification bias, even though this was not clear from the articles themselves, because the percentage of 2þ or 3þ cases was higher than 40% (33) (34) (35) .
In studies without verification bias, the percentage of patients in the IHC 0 or 1þ category ranged from 63% to 85%, as compared with 2.8%-57% in the studies that were considered to have verification bias.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
We first present the general concept behind our method, followed by more mathematical details.
General approach
We assumed that all primary studies had a 2-stage data collection process. At stage I, a random sample of subjects was selected to undergo the index test. At stage II, a certain percentage of these subjects had their HER-2 status verified by means of the reference standard. In primary studies without verification bias, 100% of patients who received the index test at stage I went on to receive the reference standard test at stage II. However, in those studies where there was verification bias, an unknown proportion of patients received the reference standard at stage II. In studies with verification bias, researchers would typically report only results based on the subset of patients evaluated in stage II.
The meta-analysis was also carried out in 2 stages to reflect the 2-stage data collection process. In the first stage of the meta-analysis, we estimated the probability distribution (i.e., the prevalence of each value) of the index test using the primary studies without verification bias. In the second stage of the meta-analysis, we estimated the positive predictive values of the index test across all primary studies, irrespective of whether they had verification bias or not. Following Begg and Greenes (13), we assumed that the estimate of the positive predictive value, P(Reference þ jIndex), in each study remained unbiased even in the presence of verification bias. We used a Bayesian approach to estimate the parameters in each stage of the meta-analysis. A WinBUGS program for implementing the model is given in the Web Appendix (http:// aje.oxfordjournals.org/). Finally, the pooled sensitivity and specificity of the index test were obtained as functions of the parameters estimated in the 2 stages of the meta-analysis.
Stage I distribution of (index) test results
We assume that the index test results are expressed on an ordinal scale, while the reference standard test results are dichotomous. Let (t 1j , t 2j , . . ., t Ij ) denote the number of subjects in the jth study with results 1, . . ., I, respectively, on the index test T. We assume that the vector of index test results follows a multinomial distribution with probability vector (p 1j , . . ., p Ij ) and sample size n j ¼ t 1j þ t 2j þ . . . þ t Ij . Following the approach commonly used to model a receiver operating characteristic curve, we assume that each multinomial probability can be expressed as a difference between 2 cumulative probabilities, p ij ¼ q ij À q iÀ1j (41) . Each q ij can be expressed as a probit (cumulative normal probability) function of a continuous variable a ij , that is, q ij ¼ U(a ij ). This transformation makes it easier to define a hierarchical prior distribution for the multinomial probabilities. The a ij are assumed to be a random sample from a truncated normal distribution N(A i , r i ), a i-1j a ij a iþ1j , where A i denotes the pooled mean value of the a ij 's across studies and r i is the between-study standard deviation. The truncated distribution helps preserve the ordering among the a ij 's. For each study, q 0j is assumed to be 0 and q Ij is assumed to be 1. The lower limit of truncation for a 1j is ÀN, and the upper limit of truncation for a Ij is N. We used objective N(mean ¼ 0, standard deviation ¼ 10) and uniform(0, 100) prior distributions for each of A i and r i , respectively.
Stage II distribution of reference standard results
We assume that in the jth study, we observe the variables r ij , i ¼ 1, . . ., I denoting the number of subjects with a positive result on the reference standard given the result T ¼ i on the index test. We assume that each r ij follows a binomial distribution with probability s ij and sample size t ij . The probabilities s ij are expressed as a probit function of a continuous variable b ij , that is, s ij ¼ U(b ij ). The b ij 's are assumed to follow a normal distribution N(B i , s i ), where B i is the pooled mean of the b ij 's across all studies and s i is the between-study standard deviation. Once again, objective prior distributions (42) . Once model convergence was ascertained, we drew a sample of 500,000 iterations after dropping the first 10,000 burn-in iterations. This sample was used to obtain summary statistics (e.g., median value and 2.5% and 97.5% quantiles).
Estimating the pooled sensitivity and specificity of the index test
denote the pooled estimates across all studies of the prevalence of each value of the index test. Similarly, let S 1 ¼ U(B 1 ), S 2 ¼ U(B 2 ), . . ., S I ¼ U(B I ) denote the pooled estimates of the probability of a positive result on the reference standard for a given result of the index test.
The sensitivity of the index test at the cutoff of T ¼ i can be defined as
Similarly, the specificity at the cutoff of T ¼ i can be defined as
Sensitivity analyses
We carried out a sensitivity analysis by considering a lower cutoff for defining verification bias P(IHC ¼ 2þ or 3þ) > 30%. This would imply that the study by Dowsett et al. (29) would also be considered to have verification bias and would be included only in stage II of the meta-analysis.
Selecting the prior distribution for the parameters modeling between-study heterogeneity in a hierarchical model can be potentially problematic. We follow the approach described by Gilks et al. (43) to assess the sensitivity of our inferences to commonly used low information prior distributions. In addition to the uniform(0, 100) prior over the standard deviation, we fit the model with a gamma(0.001, 0.001) prior over the between-study precision and a uniform(0, 100) prior over the between-study variance.
Comparison with other methods of adjusting for verification bias in a meta-analysis
We compared the results of the 2-stage model described above with the results obtained when 1) verification bias was ignored and 2) studies with verification bias were excluded in total from the analysis.
RESULTS

Distribution of index test and reference standard results
The first row of Table 2 shows the posterior estimates (median values and 95% credible intervals) derived from stage I of the model, for the probability of each value of the IHC test. The second row of Table 2 shows the posterior estimates (median values and 95% credible intervals) derived from stage II of the model, for the probability of a positive FISH test result in each IHC score category.
The wide credible intervals for both the overall IHC scores and the positive FISH results (especially the 2þ and 3þ categories) indicated that there was a substantial amount of between-study variability.
Pooled sensitivities and specificities per correction method Table 3 lists the pooled estimates of the sensitivity (top) and specificity (bottom) of the IHC test obtained using each of the different methods.
Estimates obtained from the adjusted model and the model that relied only on studies without verification bias were similar, though the precision was worse in the latter case, as expected. At the cutoff of 2þ, we found that the sensitivity obtained with the method that ignored verification bias altogether was higher, while specificity was considerably lower, in comparison with the results from the adjusted model. At the cutoff of 3þ, the pattern was reversed, with the sensitivity being lower than in the adjusted model. This was probably because the IHC 2þ subgroup was more likely to be oversampled at stage II than the IHC 3þ subgroup.
These results are similar to what has been found when ignoring verification bias in primary diagnostic studies (8, (12) (13) (14) . That is, when oversampling index-test-positive subjects (IHC !2þ), the sensitivity is overestimated while the specificity is underestimated, whereas when oversampling index-test-negative patients (IHC 2þ), the sensitivity is underestimated while the specificity is overestimated.
Sensitivity analysis
Sensitivity analyses, altering the cutoff to classify a study as having verification bias, did not have an important impact on the pooled median values and 95% credible intervals of the sensitivities and specificities (sensitivity at 2þ ¼ 0.88, 95% credible interval (CrI): 0.81, 0.92; sensitivity at 3þ ¼ 0.71, 95% CrI: 0.56, 0.82; specificity at 2þ ¼ 0.90, 95% CrI: 0.85, 0.93; specificity at 3þ ¼ 0.99, 95% CrI: 0.97, 0.99).
Changing the form of the prior distribution for the between-study heterogeneity parameters did not alter the results in Table 3 (results not shown).
DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have presented a method of adjusting for workup bias or partial verification bias in a diagnostic meta-analysis. We compared the results of this method with several alternative approaches, including the naive approach of prevailing methods such as simply ignoring the verification bias in the primary studies.
In our empirical example, it appears that ignoring verification bias results in a bias similar to that observed in individual diagnostic studies with verification bias (8, (12) (13) (14) . This supports our notion that in a diagnostic meta-analysis context as well, verification bias in primary studies can lead to seriously biased results and should be addressed to make valid inferences about the test under study.
The performance of our method relies on having at least some primary studies without verification bias to be able to correct the primary studies with this bias. In our empirical example, simply omitting studies with verification led to results similar to the corrected values achieved by our Bayesian model. However, leaving studies completely out of the analysis can generally lead to different estimates and will always reduce the overall sample size, leading to lower precision of the parameter estimates associated with the index test. The more primary studies one omits from the analysis (due to verification bias), the more this will affect both bias and precision. Meta-analyses are in principle done to improve precision and generalizability, so leaving studies out of the analysis and therefore completely ignoring valuable information should not be preferred.
An important step before applying the proposed correction method is to identify primary studies with or without partial verification bias. In some studies, the presence of the bias is evident from reading the Methods section in the primary studies. In other situations, however, the bias is not clearly reported, and the presence or absence of verification bias has to be assessed on clinical and methodological grounds. Because this is a more subjective assessment, it may increase the risk of misclassification of studies; therefore, we recommend carrying out a sensitivity analysis similar to that used in our example. Our model extends the methods of Begg and Greenes (13) that correct for verification bias within a single study to the meta-analysis context. A key assumption in the adjustment is that the predictive values of the index test can be estimated without bias, even in studies with verification bias. The validity of the Begg and Greenes method has been thoroughly studied (13, 44) . Therefore, although we illustrate our method using only one example study of partial verification bias in primary diagnostic accuracy studies when conducting a meta-analysis, there is no reason to believe that the properties of the method will not carry over to other settings.
The model proposed here can be extended to incorporate both covariates that influence the distribution of index test results and covariates that influence the predictive values of the index test. As we mentioned in the Introduction, misclassification due to an imperfect reference standard is a wellrecognized problem in diagnostic testing studies. As has been described for single studies, we can also extend our model to simultaneously correct for verification bias and bias due to imperfection of the reference standard (45, 46) . Should the stage I data be available in some of the studies with verification bias, then we could also add a further step to our model to estimate the probability of verification. This would be particularly important if additional covariates besides the index test results determined the probability of verification and also affected the distribution of the index test and the positive predictive values.
It is well known that verification bias in primary diagnostic accuracy studies, as well as in meta-analysis of such studies, can seriously harm estimates of the diagnostic accuracy of the index test. Our proposed model corrects for this bias without excluding any primary studies with verification bias and thus preserves the main advantages of a meta-analysis: increased precision and better generalizability.
